# General Assessment Rubric Template

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0-49 Fail</th>
<th>50-59 Pass</th>
<th>60-69 Credit</th>
<th>70-79 Distinction</th>
<th>80-100 High Distinction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
<td>PA</td>
<td>CR</td>
<td>DI</td>
<td>HD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Content/requirement
- **Nil or minimal attainment of requirements**
- Meets basic requirements for content, little original content. Only basic input.
- Meets requirements for content and exhibits some original contributions.
- Meets requirements for content and exhibits several original contributions.
- Exceeds requirements and exhibits evidence of an original approach to the entire project.

## Structure
- **Nil or disorganised structure**
- Structure is just sufficient to present the content. Ideas often presented in disorganised manner.
- Content is generally organised logically with some sections needing more attention.
- Structure is sound throughout and supports logical exposition.
- Outstanding presentation of material which supports all requirements.

## Use of Evidence
- **Little or no use of evidence to support content requirements**
- Some examples are used but only of a basic nature.
- Most points are supported by third party evidence.
- Excellent integration of evidence into material and primary sources used to support most points.
- Outstanding integration of a wide range of evidence and all points are substantiated by primary resources.

## Use of artefacts
- **Nil or poor quality of artefacts.**
- Artefacts are sometimes unrelated to content or are all of the same genre.
- Appropriate artefacts have been included but limited in their diversity of genre.
- A wide range of media is used and is appropriate to the content.
- Original artefacts have been developed as well as inclusion of materials from diverse sources.

## Referencing requirements
- **Copied material with no citations.**
- Gives citation for some sources and inconsistent in citation style.
- Most sources are cited and all are in the correct format.
- All sources are cited in the correct format.
- All sources cited in correct format and evidence of a wide range of research.

## Mechanics
- **Poor use of grammar, and punctuation. Poor layout and difficult navigation**
- Grammar and spelling acceptable. Navigation is basic.
- Few errors in spelling and grammar and good navigation for all the elements.
- No errors in spelling, and grammar and navigation are intuitive and sound.
- Outstanding use of language in an original or advanced navigation structure.